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Abstract Radiative forcing has been widely used as a
metric of climate change, i.e. as a measure by which
various contributors to a net surface temperature change
can be quantitatively compared. The extent to which this
concept is valid for spatially inhomogeneous perturba-
tions to the climate system is tested. A series of climate
model simulations involving ozone changes of different
spatial structure reveals that the climate sensitivity
parameter k is highly variable: for an ozone increase in
the northern hemisphere lower stratosphere, it is more
than twice as large as for a homogeneous CO2 pertur-
bation. A global ozone perturbation in the upper tro-
posphere, however, causes a significantly smaller surface
temperature response than CO2. The variability of the
climate sensitivity parameter is shown to be mostly due
to the varying strength of the stratospheric water vapour
feedback. The variability of the sea-ice albedo feedback
modifies climate sensitivity of perturbations with the
same vertical structure but a different horizontal struc-
ture. This feedback is also the origin of the compara-
tively larger climate sensitivity to perturbations
restricted to the northern hemisphere extratropics. As
cloud feedback does not operate independently from the
other feedbacks, quantifying its effect is rather difficult.
However, its effect on the variability of k for horizon-
tally and vertically inhomogeneous perturbations within
one model framework seems to be comparatively small.

Keywords Radiative forcing Æ Climate feedbacks

1 Introduction

The ultimate goal of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is a ‘‘sta-
bilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system’’
(UNFCCC, Art. 2). The most straightforward way to
achieve this goal is to reduce anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions. Accordingly, the parties to the Kyoto
Protocol agreed to reduce their ‘‘aggregate anthropo-
genic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions’’ (Art. 3,1) of
six greenhouse gases or groups of gases, by at least 5%
below the 1990 levels in the commitment period 2008–
2012. As reductions in one of the gases are deducted
from the total emission reduction commitment, a tool is
needed to compare the different climatic impacts of
different anthropogenic emissions. The key instrument
of the Kyoto Protocol is the global warming potential
GWP, which is the ratio of two time-integrated radiative
forcings caused by decaying pulse emissions of radi-
atively active species (Ramaswamy et al. 2001). Radia-
tive forcing (RF ) gives a first-order estimate of the
expected equilibrium global mean surface temperature
change DTsurf caused by a radiatively active perturba-
tion, e.g., an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration. Based on the experience from experi-
ments with changes of the carbon dioxide concentration
and the solar constant, the radiative forcing concept
assumes a linear relationship between global mean
radiative forcing and the global mean surface equilib-
rium temperature response

DTsurf ¼ k � RF ð1Þ

If the model-dependent climate sensitivity parameter k is
known, a radiation imbalance RF can be translated into
the resulting global mean temperature response without
the need to actually conduct computationally expensive
simulations with a comprehensive climate model. How-
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ever, the concept only holds if the climate sensitivity
parameter k is sufficiently constant given different cli-
mate change mechanisms (greenhouse gases, aerosols,
albedo, solar constant, etc.) as well as different spatial
structures of the perturbations (tropospheric/strato-
spheric perturbations, perturbations in high/low lati-
tudes, etc.).

Recently, it has been found that for some spatially
inhomogeneous distributed forcings the climate sensi-
tivity parameter is not a constant—even within one gi-
ven model configuration. Different reasons for the non-
linearity between climate forcing and climate response
have been discussed. Bintanja et al. (1997), using a
simplified climate model, analysed the differences in the
climate response to horizontally homogeneous and
inhomogeneous perturbations. They showed that the
comparatively higher k for horizontally inhomogeneous
perturbations with maximum forcing in high latitudes is
due to the comparatively stronger sea-ice albedo feed-
back. Hansen et al. (1997) conducted experiments with a
variety of differently structured perturbations, among
them ozone added to individual model layers. They got a
factor of eight spread between climate sensitivities to
different perturbations. Part of this considerable vari-
ability of k could be attributed to the variability of the
cloud feedback.

Given the model dependence of the climate sensitivity
parameter, Joshi et al. (2003) analysed the climate re-
sponse to idealised perturbations using three quite dif-
ferent general circulation models. They found the
variability of the climate sensitivity parameter to be
quite large for the various perturbations and models.
However, normalised by the climate sensitivity param-
eter for a reference case (homogeneous CO2 increase),
the climate sensitivity parameters stayed within 30% of
each other for all models. Moreover, their results have
indicated generic deviations of k from the reference va-
lue. For example, extratropical perturbations yielded a
significantly higher climate sensitivity parameter than
tropical perturbations. Joshi et al. (2003) attributed this
phenomenon partly to the distinctive latitudinal varia-
tion of outgoing longwave radiation. A similar conclu-
sion was drawn by Mickley et al. (2004).

While Joshi et al. (2003) examined the climate re-
sponse mainly to changes in upper tropospheric ozone,
in the present study, we analyse a larger number of

ozone perturbations that are inhomogeneous both ver-
tically and horizontally. In a former study (Stuber et al.
2001b; hereafter SPS), we found that a large part of the
variability of k can be attributed to the variability of the
stratospheric water vapour feedback. In view of the re-
sults of Bintanja et al. (1997) and Hansen et al. (1997),
we have extended our analysis to include the sea-ice al-
bedo and cloud feedback.

In the following sections, we will first give a brief
overview of the model and summarise the ozone per-
turbations we used. A summary of the equilibrium re-
sponse of several climate parameters is given in Sect. 3.
In Sect. 4, we present results from two different ap-
proaches to quantify the influence of feedbacks. The
paper ends with a discussion and conclusions.

2 Model description and experiments

We used the state-of-the-art general circulation model
ECHAM4 in a version with T30 spectral horizontal
resolution and with 19 vertical layers between the sur-
face and the top layer centred at 10 hPa. (See Roeckner
et al. 1996 for a detailed model description.) For the
climate simulations, the model was coupled to a mixed
layer ocean model of 50 m and to a thermodynamic sea-
ice model. Trace gas concentrations and/or distributions
are prescribed. However, water vapour is fully interac-
tive and is advected by a semi-Lagrangian scheme. As
the model configuration does not include a chemistry
model, there is no stratospheric water vapour source
from the oxidation of methane.

The ‘‘stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing at the
tropopause’’, RF, was calculated online in the 3D GCM,
according to Stuber et al. (2001a). For convenience, we
will use the shortform ‘‘radiative forcing’’. Forster et al.
(2001) conducted a dedicated check of the ECHAM4
radiation scheme. They found that the long wave forcing
due to a realistic stratospheric ozone change, like the
observed ozone depletion between 1979 and 1997, is
underestimated by about 20%.

We imposed highly idealised, vertically inhomoge-
neous, positive perturbations on the ozone concentra-
tion in the GCM (Table 1). All perturbations were
normalised to give a radiative forcing of roughly 1 W/
m2. For comparison, note that the tropospheric ozone

Table 1 Model layers, pressure (hPa) and strength (DU) of the ozone perturbations in the lower stratosphere (LS), upper (UT), middle
(MT) and lower (LT) troposphere

Perturbation Model
layers

Height
(hPa)

Horizontally
homogeneous

Horizontally inhomogeneous

30�N–60�N 60�N–90�N

LS 2–4 20–86 315 DU 2600 DU 4340 DU
UT 8–10 220–460a 30 DU 150 DU 260 DU
MT 10–12 350–650 34 DU 190 DU 315 DU
LT 16–19 880–1013 114 DU 460 DU 910 DU

aNote that this only applies to the horizontally inhomogeneous (extratropical) UT perturbation, as the horizontally homogeneous UT
perturbation follows the latitudinal shape of a time mean tropopause
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increase since pre-industrial times leads to a RF of 0.3–
0.6 W/m2 (e.g., Hauglustaine et al. 1994; Roelofs et al.
1998; Roeckner et al. 1999), with up to 0.8 W/m2 to be
expected at the end of the twenty-first century (Gauss
et al. 2003). A doubling of the carbon dioxide concen-
tration results in a forcing of about 4 W/m2(Hansen
et al. 1997; Forster et al. 2000). Choosing a forcing as
large as 1 W/m2 greatly reduces the statistical uncer-
tainty of DTsurf(Eq. 1), which has been a problem in
studies with ozone perturbations of more realistic
strength (Ponater et al. 1999; Stuber et al. 2001a). It has
also been shown, in the latter paper, that at least for the
case of a CO2 perturbation the climate sensitivity is not
severely dependent on the strength of the perturbation.

All ozone perturbations (Table 1) are constructed to
be vertically inhomogeneous, i.e., restricted to model
layers in the lower stratosphere (abbreviated as LS),
upper troposphere (UT), middle troposphere (MT) and
lower troposphere (LT), respectively. We conducted
experiments with horizontally homogeneous (hom) as
well as horizontally inhomogeneous (inhom) ozone per-
turbations. The latter ones are restricted to the northern
hemisphere extratropics and have a relative maximum
northwards of 60�N. For reference and comparison, we
used a homogeneous carbon dioxide perturbation as
well (denoted as ‘‘CO2’’). Note that the horizontally
homogeneous ozone perturbation in the upper tropo-
sphere (UThom) follows the shape of a mean tropopause
and is not restricted to globally uniform, fixed model
layers, in contrast to the other ozone perturbations. The
spatial structure of most of the perturbations has no
analogy in nature. One exception is an ozone increase in
the lower stratosphere of the northern hemisphere ex-
tratropics. The height of this perturbation matches the
height of the observed ozone decrease (Bojkov and Fi-
oletov 1997; Steinbrecht et al. 1998), but the amount of
ozone change is much larger. The northern hemisphere
upper tropospheric ozone increase pattern resembles the
one caused by aircraft NOx emissions (Grewe et al.
2001).

All climate simulations have been extended over
30 years after spin-up. Additionally, we performed a 60-
years control run (CTRL), which simulates the climate
of the 1990s. The climate response was calculated rela-
tive to CTRL. The CTRL simulation also provides a
measure of internal variability. We used the interannual
standard deviation with 22 degrees-of-freedom to cal-
culate confidence intervals for the mean responses. The
number of degrees-of-freedom was estimated from an
autocorrelation analysis according to Zwiers and von
Storch (1995).

3 Results

Table 2 summarises the climate sensitivity parameters k
(mean) and their 95% confidence intervals for the vari-
ous perturbations. As RF has no noticeable interannual
variability, it can be regarded as quasi-constant and the

confidence intervals for k were derived from the stan-
dard deviation of Tsurf. Note that, as RF was chosen to
be unity, k and global mean, annual mean DTsurf amount
to the same value.

As expected, the global mean climate response to
radiative forcings of equal amount but different spatial
structures is far from being uniform. The calculated
climate sensitivity parameters differ significantly from
each other — with the exception of k (LThom) and
k(CO2). Within our set of experiments, the sensitivity of
the model to different perturbations varies by a factor of
three. This is the same order of magnitude as the vari-
ability Cess et al. (1990) and Joshi et al. (2003) found for
the response of different models to one given perturba-
tion.

With the exception of the UThom perturbation, the
model is more sensitive to ozone perturbations than to
an equivalent carbon dioxide perturbation. Comparing
perturbations at a specific height, the model is more
sensitive to an ozone increase in the northern extra-
tropics than to the corresponding horizontally homo-
geneous perturbations. The difference is most
pronounced for an ozone increase in the lower tropo-
sphere (LT), for which climate response is 60% higher if
the perturbation is not horizontally homogeneous but
restricted to the northern hemisphere extratropics. This
qualitatively confirms results reported by Bintanja et al.
(1997) from a much simpler, mechanistic model.

The model response is most sensitive to ozone in-
creases in the lower stratosphere, for which k is twice that
of CO2. Due to the large cancellation of shortwave and
longwave effects the LS ozone increase has to be quite
large to result in a 1 W/m2 forcing (see Table 1). Hence,
we tested the robustness of the LS result by an additional
experiment with an overall 50% ozone reduction in the
lower stratosphere (�0.5LShom, Table 2). This experi-
ment deviates from our usual normalisation as the RF
yields �0.34 W/m2, but it qualitatively confirms the
evidence of a higher climate sensitivity to ozone changes
in the lower stratosphere compared to homogeneous
CO2 changes. An enhanced model sensitivity to ozone
perturbations has also been reported by Forster and
Shine (1999) for the observed stratospheric ozone
decrease between 1979 and 1997, and by Stuber et al.
(2001a) for—comparably small—aircraft-induced ozone
changes in the UT/LS region. According to Joshi

Table 2 Climate sensitivity parameter k(in K /(Wm�2)) for the
various perturbations. In addition to the mean values the 95%
confidence intervals are given

Exp k (mean) k (95 %) Exp k (mean) k (95 %)

LShom 1.46 [1.44; 1.48] LSinhom 1.83 [1.81; 1.85]
UThom 0.58 [0.56; 0.60] UTinhom 0.87 [0.85; 0.89]
MThom 0.92 [0.90; 0.94] MTinhom 1.10 [1.08; 1.12]
LThom 0.83 [0.81; 0.85] LTinhom 1.34 [1.32; 1.36]
CO2 0.81 [0.78; 0.83]
�0.5 LShom 1.04 [0.98; 1.10]
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et al. (2003), this latter finding might be due to the
stratospheric component of the ozone increase, as well as
due to the meridional structure of the perturbation with a
strong maximum in the northern hemisphere extratrop-
ics. However, for a global upper tropospheric ozone
increase just below the tropopause the climate response is
30% smaller than for an equivalent CO2-perturbation
(UThom in Table 2).

Figure 1 provides an impression of the spatial struc-
ture of the annual mean, zonal mean equilibrium tem-
perature response for the various perturbations. We
omitted the results for the MT perturbations, as they

provide little additional information. For the horizon-
tally inhomogeneous perturbations the temperature re-
sponse is quite asymmetric with respect to the
hemispheres. At all levels, temperature response is more
pronounced in the northern hemisphere extratropics
than southwards of 30�N.

For the ozone perturbations in the lower stratosphere
a strong stratospheric warming is found, which also
penetrates down into the upper troposphere. Tempera-
ture increase in the region of the ozone increase reaches
up to 34 K for the LSinhom perturbation. This strong
temperature response is due to the comparably large

Fig. 1 Annual, zonal mean
temperature response in K.
Contour interval: 2 K (LSinhom,
LShom), 0.5 K (UTinhom,
LTinhom) or 0.2 K, respectively
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stratospheric ozone perturbation. The comparatively
large ozone perturbation leads to high shortwave radi-
ative absorption and a strong local radiative heating of
the thin air at lower stratosphere altitudes.

For tropospheric ozone increases the temperature
response features a dipole structure. Screening of
shortwave and (terrestrial) longwave radiation leads to a
stratospheric cooling (Ramaswamy and Bowen 1994),
the greenhouse effect of tropospheric ozone perturba-
tions results in a tropospheric warming.

Surface warming is largest in high latitudes for all
experiments including CO2. This is known to be due to

the temperature-sea ice feedback. However, as a result of
the meridional structure of the perturbations, for the
horizontally inhomogeneous ozone perturbations sur-
face warming is even more pronounced in high northern
latitudes.

Water vapour is known to work as an amplifier of
externally forced warming as it is strongly coupled to
surface temperature and evaporation. We take a closer
look at the water vapour response in our experiments in
Fig. 2, which shows the equilibrium change in water
vapour mixing ratio relative to the control run
distribution.

Fig. 2 Annual, zonal mean
water vapour mixing ratio
response relative to the control
run distribution in %. Contour
interval: 10% (LSinhom, LShom),
and 2% (other cases),
respectively
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With the exception of the response to the UThom

perturbation, water vapour content increases through-
out the whole atmosphere for all perturbations. Due to
the large background concentration, the relative change
in water vapour mixing ratio is comparably small in the
troposphere and in the range of 30%. Over large parts of
the troposphere, below approximately 400 hPa, water
vapour response is straightforward and specific humidity
increases almost linearly with surface temperature in-
crease (cf., Fig. 1). Consistent with current global
warming concepts, the relative humidity (not shown) in
the troposphere is constant within a 2% range in all
experiments and, thus, hardly sensitive to surface tem-
perature changes.

However, stratospheric water vapour response to the
different perturbations exhibits a unique signature for
each perturbation. For the pair of ozone perturbations
in the lower stratosphere, water vapour doubles over
most of the stratosphere and even almost triples locally.
For the LShom perturbation relative water vapour re-
sponse is largest in the tropics. Equilibrium water va-
pour response to the LSinhom perturbation is—like
temperature response—more asymmetric in nature, with
the largest relative increase of stratospheric water va-
pour slightly north of 30�N.

For the ozone perturbations just below the tropo-
pause (UT), the sign of the stratospheric water vapour
response crucially depends on the horizontal structure of
the perturbation. An ozone increase in the northern
hemisphere extratropics results in a moderate increase of
stratospheric water vapour, whereas the globally
extending UThom perturbation results in a water vapour
decrease of about 2–4% over large parts of the strato-
sphere.

The unique signature of stratospheric water vapour
response gives reason to suspect an equally unique sig-
nature of at least some of the different processes gov-
erning stratospheric water vapour content. Though these
mechanisms are still controversial (see, e.g., the discus-
sion in Sherwood and Dessler 2000), it is agreed on that
stratospheric water vapour distribution is controlled by
cold temperatures near the tropical tropopause (Brewer
1949; Holton et al. 1995). As air reaches saturation at
the tropical tropopause, it is freeze-dried as it enters the
stratosphere. Besides other mechanisms, e.g., an

enhanced transport, changes in thermodynamics at the
tropopause are of utmost importance for stratospheric
water vapour distribution. Due to the strong non-line-
arity of the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, a change in
the temperature minimum of the vertical profile leads to
a significant change in the saturation mixing ratio
(SMR) with respect to ice and, hence, in the amount of
freeze drying.

To get an impression of this effect, we calculated for
the various perturbations the changes in area-averaged
tropical vertical temperature minimum CPT (cold point
tropopause temperature) and SMR. Results are pre-
sented in Table 3 and Fig. 3. We are well aware that
tropical mean tropopause temperatures are too high to
explain the observed water vapour mixing ratio values
(e.g., Holton 1984). Actually the mean CPT of the
control run simulation (198.9 K) suggests a mean satu-
ration volume mixing ratio of 13.8 ppmv, which is al-
most a factor three higher than the water vapour mixing
ratio actually observed in the stratosphere (e.g., Mi-
chelsen et al. 2000) as well as simulated by the GCM
(about 3.5 ppmv; not shown). This discrepancy may be

Fig. 3 Saturation mixing ratio (SMR) as a function of temperature
(calculated according to Salby 1996). The values for the various
experiments are marked with open squares and the CTRL value
with a filled square, respectively. The value for the �0.5 LShom
experiment, which conceptually deviates from the other experi-
ments, is marked with an open circle

Table 3 Changes in tropical cold point temperature CPT, saturation mixing ratio (DSMR) over ice and stratospheric water vapour mass
above 70 hPa (DH2O), the latter two in percent of the control run values

Exp DCPT (K) DSMR (%) DH2O (%) Exp DCPT (K) DSMR (%) DH2O (%)

LShom 6.5 165.8 177 LSinhom 4.0 83.9 140
UThom �0.7 �10.3 �2 UTinhom 0.3 4.8 5
MThom 0.2 3.2 6 MTinhom 0.5 8.1 7
LThom 0.5 8.1 9 LTinhom 0.7 11.5 12
CO2 0.4 6.4 7
�0.5 LShom �5.6 �59.1 �35

Saturation mixing ratios have been calculated from CPT according to Salby (1996). (For reference: CPT (CTRL)=198.9 K;
SMR(CTRL)=13.8 ppmv, H2O (CTRL)=8·1011 kg)
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caused by the difficulty to derive an effective CPT,
averaged over space and time, from the archived tem-
perature fields of the simulation. Nevertheless, the
change in CPT may serve as a first, indicative measure of
the effects of spatially inhomogeneous perturbations on
near tropopause thermodynamics and, hence, on
stratospheric water vapour content. In order to account
for the response in tropopause height, we calculated the
(relative) change in water vapour mass above a reference
level of 70 hPa (Table 3). As zonal mean temperature
response already suggests, ozone perturbations in the
lower stratosphere result in a strong warming of the
tropical tropopause region. For the LShom perturbation,
CPT increases by 6.5 K and the SMR more than dou-
bles as a consequence. Changes in tropical CPT are also
sufficient to explain the differences in stratospheric water
vapour response to horizontally inhomogeneous and
homogeneous ozone perturbations in the upper tropo-
sphere (UT).

In general, stratospheric water vapour response
seems to be mainly a function of the altitude of the
ozone perturbation rather than the tropospheric or
surface temperature response. Horizontal structure is a
minor factor, though we have noted that it is of a vital
importance for the response to an upper tropospheric
ozone increase.

As both the global mean and the zonal mean surface
temperature response are quite variable within the set of
experiments (see Table 2 and Fig. 1), it stands to reason
that sea-ice response depends on the spatial structure of
the perturbations as well. Obviously, a change in either
sea-ice cover or sea-ice thickness leads to a change in
sea-ice volume, which in turn may serve as a measure of
the energy actually spent on melting ice. In the follow-
ing, we will confine the discussion on the response of sea-
ice volume (Table 4).

For the horizontally inhomogeneous ozone pertur-
bations, sea-ice response is—like temperature re-
sponse—quite asymmetric. Up to 90% of global sea-ice
reduction is due to the melting of Arctic sea-ice only. In
general, reduction of Arctic sea-ice volume is larger for
the ozone perturbations in the northern extratropics
than for the respective horizontally homogeneous per-
turbations. This applies to global sea-ice response as well
as the large northern hemispheric sea-ice reduction
dominates the global response. The comparatively larger
sea-ice reduction resulting from the horizontally inho-

mogeneous ozone increases is a result of the perturba-
tions covering polar latitudes (Forster et al. 2000) as well
as being restricted to the northern hemisphere extra-
tropics (Bintanja et al. 1997). For the tropospheric
ozone perturbations, global sea-ice response decreases
with height of the ozone perturbation. The response for
the LS perturbation seems to be comparatively large, but
this should be related to the stronger overall surface
heating. Hence, unlike the stratospheric water vapour
response, the characteristic signature of the sea-ice re-
sponse seems to be largely determined by the horizontal,
i.e., meridional structure of the perturbation.

4 The effect of feedbacks on climate response and cli-
mate sensitivity

As we have demonstrated, the response of some key
climate parameters, temperature, stratospheric water
vapour, and sea-ice, is highly variable within the set of
experiments. It stands to reason that the effect of the
respective feedbacks on climate response is of equal
distinctiveness. As a result, the variability of k is likely to
be strongly related to the variability of these feedbacks.
Before quantifying the effect of different feedbacks on
the net climate response, we briefly recall the theory of
feedbacks, essentially following Hansen et al. (1984) and
Schlesinger (1988).

4.1 Theory of feedbacks

The constraint of a balanced radiation budget at the top
of the atmosphere requires that changes in radiatively
active parameters lead to changes in climate, which is
often represented by the (global mean) surface temper-
ature change DTsurf. The resulting temperature change is
a function of external as well as internal climate vari-
ables. Internal variables (e.g., water vapour content or
cloud cover) are interactive parts of the changing cli-
mate-system: They provide feedbacks and modify the
net climate response to an external forcing.

For simplicity, we assume that all internal variables
are a function of surface temperature only. For the
hypothetical case of a system without any feedbacks, the
change in energy balance of the system is only a function
of the external variables and of temperature, while other

Table 4 Equilibrium response of annual-mean northern and
southern hemispheric and global sea-ice volume relative to the
values of the control run, in percent. The ratio R is the fraction of
global sea-ice volume reduction that is due to the melting of

northern hemispheric (Arctic) sea-ice. For reference: the annual-
mean global sea-ice volume in the control run is 32,000 km3, the
northern and southern hemisphere volumes are 15,000 and
17,000 km3, respectively

Exp Global (%) SH (%) NH (%) R Exp Global (%) SH (%) NH (%) R

LShom �23.5 �13.5 �34.7 0.70 LSinhom �31.3 �13.2 �51.6 0.78
UThom �11.3 �8.3 �14.6 0.61 UTinhom �18.0 �6.2 �31.1 0.82
MThom �17.0 �11.9 �22.6 0.63 MTinhom �26.5 �5.4 �50.0 0.89
LThom �19.1 �16.9 �21.5 0.53 LTinhom �37.2 �7.1 �70.7 0.90
CO2 �15.9 �12.9 �19.2 0.57
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internal variables do not interact. Under this assumption
an external radiative forcing RF is directly transferred to
the climate change DTsurf(0) (see Fig. 4, top). The total
climate forcing J is equal to the external forcing RF in
Fig. 4, top. In a linear approximation we get

DTsurfð0Þ ¼ k0 � RF ð2Þ

with the constant of proportionality k0 being a measure
of the gain of the system (K/(Wm�2)) in the absence of
feedbacks.

However, in reality feedbacks are an integral part of
the climate system and temperature change is not only
the result of an external climate forcing but is modified
by feedbacks. The mechanism of a feedback can best be
illustrated by a simple block diagram (Fig. 4, bottom).
Now the change and restoration of the energy balance is
influenced by internal variables as well as by external
variables and temperature. Part of the externally forced
climate change is transferred through a feedback loop
back to the input. Total climate forcing J is then given
by the sum of the external forcing RF and some con-
tribution DR from the feedback:

J ¼ RF þ DR ð3Þ

In reality the climate system contains a multitude of
feedbacks. In first-order approximation, we may assume
that these M feedbacks are independent of each other.
Such a chain of feedbacks can be linearised. As there are
no interactions between the feedbacks, the combined
effect of different radiative impacts to the system can be
approximated by their sum. This leads to the climate
response

DTsurf ¼ k0 � J ¼ k0 � RF þ
XM

i

DRi

 !
ð4Þ

For small perturbations, one may assume that the
contributions DRi depend linearly on the temperature

change DTsurf such that DRi=FiDTsurf. Inserting and
solving for DTsurf gives

DTsurf ¼
k0

1� k0F
� RF � k � RF ð5Þ

where F=Si
MFi represents the feedbacks. From this last

equation, it becomes obvious how the climate sensitivity
parameter k depends on the feedbacks. The fact that
feedbacks to the same external forcing are still simulated
differently by different climate models makes k a model
dependent parameter (e.g., Cess et al. 1990).

4.2 Quantifying the effect of feedbacks: diagnostic
approach

According to our experimental design, the global exter-
nal forcing RF is constant within the set of experiments.
However, contributions DRi from the feedbacks (see
Eq. 4) are likely to be different, as the description of the
equilibrium response of climate parameters (Sect. 3) has
suggested. There are basically two different methods to
quantify the contributions of single feedbacks to total
climate forcing. In rather simple models, like the Won-
derland model applied by Hansen et al. (1997), feedbacks
may often be switched off individually to quantify their
influence. In a comprehensive model such as ECHAM4,
eliminating feedbacks is subject to some restrictions.
Some feedbacks such as, e.g., cloud feedback with its
various relations to convective transport, precipitation,
etc., are too complex to be switched on and off. Beyond
such conceptual problems, additional equilibrium cli-
mate simulations to estimate various feedbacks are quite
costly. We, therefore, used results from climate runs with
explicitly eliminated feedbacks only for a cross check of
certain aspects of our findings (see Subsect. 4.3).

An alternative method to quantify the influence of
certain feedbacks is to diagnose their contributions DRi

to total climate forcing J (Eq. 4). In accordance with the
terminology of SPS, the DRi will be referred to as ‘‘sec-
ondary forcings’’.

We are well aware that this diagnostic approach
partly obscures the discrimination between (external)
forcings and (internal) feedbacks. However, the ap-
proach is not so unusual as it may appear at first glance.
A partial withdrawal from the strict distinction between
external perturbations and the rather slow reaction of
the climate system is already done when calculating the
stratosphere adjusted radiative forcing. For good rea-
sons stratospheric temperature response, which is,
strictly speaking, a feedback, is regarded as an integral
part of the forcing. Likewise, the feedback of externally
forced aerosol changes in the troposphere to cloudiness
is generally considered a forcing (‘‘indirect aerosol
forcing’’; Twomey 1977; Rotstayn 1999) as well. It ap-
pears that there are ‘‘classical’’ feedbacks with a
straightforward relation to surface temperature changes,
like the tropospheric water vapour feedback (Schneider
et al. 1999). However, as sea-ice and stratospheric water

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the climate system without feedbacks (top)
and with one feedback loop (bottom). RF: external climate forcing;
DTsurf: temperature-response; DTsurf(0): no-feedback temperature-
response; k0: gain of the system in the absence of feedbacks; F:
feedback; DR: contribution of the feedback to total climate forcing
J (redrawn from Schlesinger 1988)
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vapour response exhibit a unique signature for primary
forcings of different structure, they may be regarded as
the cause of additional, ‘‘secondary’’ forcings.

The secondary forcings may be calculated from the
equilibrium responses of sea-ice and stratospheric water
vapour in exactly the same way as the RF resulting from
the ozone or carbon dioxide perturbations. That is, we
simply use the changes in stratospheric water vapour
and sea-ice albedo as external perturbations and then
calculate the resulting radiative forcings (see Stuber et al.
2001a, for further details). Table 5 summarises the
respective results.

In accordance with the global sea-ice response
(Table 4), secondary forcings from changes in sea-ice are
larger for the perturbations restricted to the northern
hemisphere extratropics than for the horizontally
homogeneous ozone perturbations, confirming results
by Bintanja et al. (1997). The quite dramatic decrease of
Arctic sea-ice due to an ozone increase in the lower
troposphere of the northern hemisphere extratropics
(LTinhom, see Table 4) is reflected in a maximum RF(D a)
of 17% of the primary greenhouse gas forcing, 11% are
obtained for LSinhom. For all other perturbations, the
secondary forcings from the equilibrium change of sea-
ice are more than one order of magnitude smaller than
the radiative forcing due to the external greenhouse gas
perturbation and up to one order of magnitude smaller
than the secondary forcing from the equilibrium change
of stratospheric water vapour.

As the equilibrium response of stratospheric water
vapour (Fig. 2) already suggests, RF(strat. Dq) is largest
for the LS perturbations. For an ozone increase in the
lower stratosphere the secondary forcing due to the dou-
bling of stratospheric water vapour amounts to a similar
magnitude as the radiative forcing due to the ozone
increase (1 W/m2). For all other perturbations,RF(strat.
Dq) is about one order of magnitude smaller.

Making the assumption that the feedbacks of
stratospheric water vapour and sea-ice are in first-order
approximation independent of each other—a pre-
requisite for the theory elucidated at the beginning of
this Section—we can approximate the total climate
forcing J with RF*

RF � ¼ RF ðO3Þ þ RF ðDaÞ þ RF ðstrat:DqÞ ð6Þ

Now, the sensitivity without the feedbacks of strato-
spheric water vapour and sea-ice may be approximated
by the modified climate sensitivity parameter k*

k� ¼ DTsurf

RF�
ð7Þ

In calculating k*, we implicitly eliminate the influence of
the two feedbacks on the simulated climate response.
The results for k* and the 95% confidence intervals are
summarised in Table 6. Note that unlike the idealised
perturbations the mean changes in sea-ice and strato-
spheric water vapour are associated with a statistical
uncertainty. In a preliminary study, we examined how
the variability of the perturbations affects the variability
of the resulting radiative forcings and, hence, the width
of the confidence interval of k*. We found that the
confidence interval of k* is dominated by the standard
deviation of near surface temperature Tsurf. Accordingly,
the secondary forcings have been calculated from the
long-time mean distributions of stratospheric water va-
pour and sea-ice and the secondary forcings are re-
garded as deterministic values without statistical
uncertainty. The confidence intervals for k* have been
calculated in the same way as those for k from the
standard deviation of Tsurf.

Implicitly eliminating the two feedbacks reduces the
model’s sensitivity to all perturbations, as both feed-
backs result in positive secondary radiative forcings. The
effect is largest for the ozone perturbations in the lower

Table 5 Secondary radiative
forcings due to the equilibrium
changes in sea-ice (RF(Da)) and
stratospheric water vapour
(RF(strat. Dq))

Exp RF(Da)
[W/m2]

RF(strat. Dq)
[W/m2]

Exp RF (Da)
[W/m2]

RF (strat. Dq)
[W/m2]

LShom 0.051 1.113 LSinhom 0.114 1.093
UThom 0.014 0.142 UTinhom 0.032 0.156
MThom 0.024 0.167 MTinhom 0.079 0.183
LThom 0.028 0.209 LTinhom 0.172 0.277
CO2 0.021 0.193

Table 6 Climate sensitivity parameters k and modified climate sensitivity parameters k*, the latter resulting from an implicit elimination of
feedbacks (sea-ice albedo, stratospheric water vapour), in K/(Wm�2). The 95% confidence intervals have been derived from the standard
deviation of Tsurf (see text for details)

Exp k (mean) k*(mean) k*(95%) Exp k (mean) k*(mean) k*(95 %)

LShom 1.46 0.68 [0.67; 0.69] LSinhom 1.82 0.84 [0.83; 0.85]
UThom 0.58 0.50 [0.49; 0.52] UTinhom 0.87 0.73 [0.71; 0.75]
MThom 0.92 0.77 [0.75; 0.79] MTinhom 1.10 0.88 [0.86; 0.89]
LThom 0.83 0.67 [0.66; 0.69] LTinhom 1.34 0.92 [0.91; 0.94]
CO2 0.81 0.66 [0.65; 0.68]
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stratosphere for which climate sensitivity is halved. For
the homogeneous CO2 perturbation climate sensitivity
decreases by about 18%. As we have suspected that
these two feedbacks are the main reason for the non-
linear relationship between radiative forcing and climate
response, the variability of the calculated values k*

should be significantly less than the variability of k
(Table 2). This is clearly evident from Table 6: k* varies
only by a factor of 1.8 within the set of experiments,
compared to a factor of 3 for k. For two perturbations
(LShom and LThom), the modified climate sensitivity
parameters are even statistically undistinguishable from
the respective value for the homogeneous carbon dioxide
perturbation.

As noted above, we found sea-ice response and,
hence, sea-ice albedo feedback, to be mainly determined
by the horizontal structure of the ozone perturbations.
Table 7 gives the climate sensitivity parameter k for the
northern extratropical ozone perturbations relative to k
for the horizontally homogeneous perturbations. The
ratio is given for both, the all-feedback response, and for
the climate response with feedbacks being implicitly
eliminated.

As the values R(k*)(a) in Table 7 suggest, the vari-
ability of the sea-ice albedo feedback may already ex-
plain the largest part of the differences in the model
sensitivity to horizontally differently structured pertur-
bations.

However, the variations within our set of experiments
(i.e., with horizontally homogeneous and horizontally
inhomogeneous forcings), with a factor of 3 between the
smallest and largest value of k (Table 2), are larger than
the variations between horizontally differently struc-
tured perturbations, which only amount up to a factor
of 1.6.

Table 8 summarises ‘‘normalised climate sensitivity
parameters’’ r. These give the climate sensitivity
parameters for the various O3 perturbations normalised
with the climate sensitivity parameter for the homoge-
neous CO2perturbation (see also Joshi et al. 2003). The
values r give an impression of the underestimation or
overestimation one might get by assuming a constant
climate sensitivity parameter—e.g., the standard value
for CO2. As the values R(k *)(a) show, the variability
within the set of experiments may not be explained solely

by the variability of the sea-ice albedo feedback. This
especially applies to the stratospheric ozone increases,
for which k(O3) and k*(a)(O3) are more than 100%
higher than the respective values for CO2. After
implicitly eliminating sea-ice albedo as well as strato-
spheric water vapour feedback, climate sensitivities lie
within a factor of 1.8 of each other. This may be insuf-
ficient to save the assumption of constant climate sen-
sitivity, but means a step to improved understanding as
the original k values vary by more than a factor of 3.

4.3 Explicitly eliminated feedbacks

To test the significance and methodical robustness of
these results we accomplished some additional model
runs, in which the feedbacks of sea-ice and stratospheric
water vapour were explicitly eliminated. Note that only
the feedbacks on radiation were switched off. To this
end, we forced the radiation scheme of the model to use
the unperturbed distributions of stratospheric water
vapour and sea-ice albedo while all other feedbacks were
treated as before. Due to constraints on computer time,
we had to restrict these additional climate simulations to
the ozone perturbation in the lower stratosphere (LShom)
and the homogeneous CO2 perturbation. In addition to
the runs with all feedbacks, we accomplished for both
perturbations three runs with sea-ice albedo feedback
and/or stratospheric water vapour feedback being
explicitly eliminated. From the resulting temperature
response, we calculated a climate sensitivity parameter
with explicitly eliminated feedbacks, denoted as k̂
(Table 9).

For the homogeneous carbon dioxide perturbation,
climate sensitivity decreases by about 8% when both
feedbacks are eliminated. Temperature response due to
the stratospheric water vapour feedback amounts to
about 17% and sea-ice albedo feedback to about 83% of
the combined effect of both feedbacks.

Regarding the ozone perturbation in the lower
stratosphere, climate sensitivity almost halves (�46%)
when both feedbacks are eliminated. This is mostly

Table 7 Ratio of the climate sensitivity parameters for northern
extratropical and homogeneous perturbations. R(k): ratio of the k
values (Table 2), R(k*)(a): ratio of the modified climate sensitivity
parameters when only sea-ice albedo feedback is implicitly elimi-
nated, R(k*)(a,str. q): ratio of the modified climate sensitivity

parameters k*(Table 6) when both sea-ice albedo and stratospheric
water vapour feedbacks are implicitly eliminated

Exp R(k) R(k*)(a) R(k*)(a,str. q)

LS 1.26 1.19 1.24
UT 1.49 1.47 1.45
MT 1.20 1.14 1.14
LT 1.61 1.41 1.38

Table 8 Normalised climate sensitivity parameters r for the various
O3perturbations when all feedbacks are active (r(k)), and with sea-
ice albedo feedback (r(k*)(a)) or both sea-ice albedo and strato-
spheric water vapour feedbacks (r(k*)(a, str. q)) being implicitly
eliminated

Exp r(k)
(O3/CO2)

r(k*)(a)
(O3/CO2)

r(k*)(a, str. q)
(O3/CO2)

LSinhom 2.28 2.09 1.26
UTinhom 1.08 1.07 1.10
MTinhom 1.37 1.30 1.32
LTinhom 1.66 1.45 1.39
LShom 1.81 1.76 1.02
UThom 0.72 0.73 0.76
MThom 1.14 1.14 1.16
LThom 1.03 1.03 1.01
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(90%) due to the inactivated stratospheric water vapour
feedback.

Note that for both perturbations, the combined effect
of both sea-ice albedo and stratospheric water vapour
feedback on radiation is given by the sum of the re-
sponses due to the individual feedbacks. This confirms
that these two feedback mechanisms act largely inde-
pendently of each other, justifying the above made
assumption. The finding is also in line with results by
Hansen et al. (1984) from experiments with a radiative
convective model. However, they considered feedbacks
not only on radiation, but on all other physical processes
as well.

Eliminating the feedbacks of sea-ice albedo and
stratospheric water vapour reduces the discrepancy be-
tween the model’s sensitivity to the two perturbations,
supporting the results from the diagnostic method.
However, comparing the values of k* and k̂ reveals
quantitative differences that are due to the conception-
ally different approach in calculating k* and k̂: The basis
for the calculation of modified climate sensitivity
parameters k* are the equilibrium responses of sea-ice
and stratospheric water vapour. The equilibrium distri-
bution of stratospheric water vapour, for example, is not
only a result of changed radiative fluxes, but of changes

in transport, cloud formation, thermodynamic processes
like dehydration in the tropics and various others as
well. Additionally, a change in stratospheric water va-
pour will feed back on itself, e.g., as it changes tropical
cold point temperature and, hence, stratospheric water
vapour uptake. However, for calculating k̂we eliminate
the feedback of stratospheric water vapour on radiation
only. Not surprising, the resulting water vapour re-
sponse (Fig. 5) is quantitatively quite different from the
all-feedback response (Fig. 2).

Secondly, there are some discrepancies regarding the
relative importance of the two feedbacks for the climate
response on the homogeneous CO2 perturbation. From
the secondary forcings (Table 5), we might infer that
stratospheric water vapour feedback (RF(strat.
Dq)=0.193) is far more important for climate response
than sea-ice albedo feedback (RF(Da)=0.021). However,
the responses from climate runs with sea-ice albedo or
stratospheric water vapour feedback being explicitly
eliminated show an opposite behaviour. Most likely, the
change in the radiative component of the sea-ice albedo
feedback causes the other parts of the surface energy
balance to change as well. Anyway, we conclude that the
modified climate sensitivity parameters are indicative of
the relative role of the feedbacks for the net equilibrium
response, but their absolute values must be interpreted
with caution.

4.4 Cloud feedback

The cloud feedback in climate sensitivity experiments is
determined by changes in several parameters like cloud
coverage, vertical distribution, optical depth or emis-
sivity. All these parameters are highly variable in space
and time, hence, diagnosing their combined effect by
calculating secondary radiative forcings from the time-
averaged equilibrium response is not straightforward.
Moreover, a prognostic cloud scheme like that used in
ECHAM is interacting in such a complex way with the
hydrological cycle, the convective dynamics, and the
radiation field that it becomes inpracticable to explicitly
eliminate its feedback. Following Cess et al. (1996), we
try to understand the role of the cloud feedback in our
experiments by investigating the change in cloud radia-
tive forcing, DCRF. We calculated CRF from long-term

Table 9 Climate sensitivity parameter k̂ (means and 95% confi-
dence intervals) in K/(Wm�2) with the feedbacks of sea-ice (Fa)
and/or stratospheric water vapour (Fstr. q) on radiation being
explicitly eliminated

LShom

Fstr.q

Fa 1 0
1 1.455 1.435; 1.476 0.853 0.833; 0.874
0 1.391 1.371; 1.411 0.785 0.765; 0.805

CO2

Fstr.q

Fa 1 0
1 0.805 0.784; 0.825 0.794 0.773; 0.814
0 0.757 0.737; 0.777 0.743 0.723; 0.763

1: feedback on, 0: feedback off. For comparison: k*(LShom)=0.68
K/(Wm�2), k*(CO2)=0.66 K/(Wm�2)

Fig. 5 Annual, zonal mean
water vapour mixing ratio
response relative to the control
run distribution (in %) with the
feedbacks of stratospheric
water vapour and sea-ice albedo
on radiation being explicitly
eliminated. Contour interval:
2% (CO2) or 10% (LShom)
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means of longwave and shortwave all-sky and clear-sky
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (Colman et al. 2001).
The net cloud radiative forcing in the CTRL run is
�20.3 W/m2. The changes in the net CRF are sum-
marised in Table 10.

In the CO2 experiment, the change in cloud forcing,
DCRF, gives a negative feedback (�0.07 W/m2), but it is
too small to pass the test of statistical significance (at the
95% level). For the horizontally inhomogeneous ozone
perturbations (except for UTinhom), a significantly en-
hanced (i.e., less negative) cloud radiative forcing is
caused, indicating that the cloud feedback supports the
warming due to the increased ozone forcing in these
experiments. This applies to the horizontally homoge-
neous perturbations in the middle and lower tropo-
sphere, too. In all these cases the cloud feedback acts in
the same direction as the positive feedbacks of sea-ice
albedo and (stratospheric) water vapour. However, a
homogeneous ozone increase in the upper troposphere
just below the tropopause (UThom) and in the lower
stratosphere (LShom) gives a negative cloud feedback,
i.e., a more effective cooling of the atmosphere-surface
system. In these two cases, unlike the other experiments,
a strong response of tropical cirrus occurs due to the
substantial change in temperature and static stability
around the tropical tropopause (Fig. 1). This results in
either enhanced optical depth (LShom) or enhanced
cloud cover (UThom), leading to higher albedo and an
increased cooling of the system by a more negative
shortwave CRF (not shown).

The cloud feedback, as far as it is represented by D
CRF, cannot be interpreted as straightforward as the
sea-ice albedo and stratospheric water vapour radiative
feedback as it does not operate independent from the
other feedbacks. This is most apparent for the LShom
case, where the cloud radiative effect is not only
modified by changes in the cloud parameters, but
obviously by the humidity and temperature change at
the cloud location as well. No doubt, the cloud feed-
back is important for the value of the basic sensitivity
parameter k in different climate models (e.g., Cess et al.
1996; Lee et al. 1997). However, from all the reasons
mentioned above we do not recommend to quantify the
influence of the cloud feedback to the climate sensi-
tivity found in our various experiments in the same
way as proposed in Sect. 4.2for the sea-ice albedo and
stratospheric water vapour feedback. Reconsidering the

values of k* in Table 6, it may be tempting to interpret
the remaining excess of climate sensitivity found in the
LTinhom, MTinhom, and LSinhom experiments (compared
to CO2) by the differences in cloud feedbacks. How-
ever, this approach fails to explain the difference be-
tween the comparatively large k in LShom and the
comparatively small k in UThom, as DCRF is of the
same sign and even of approximately the same mag-
nitude in these cases (Table 7). We also note that in
those LShom and CO2 experiments, in which the sea-ice
albedo and stratospheric water vapour feedbacks have
been switched off explicitly (q.v., Table 9), the cloud
feedback, DCRF, amounts to +0.21 and +0.23 W/m2,
respectively. This large difference to the standard
experiments emphasises how strong the interaction
between the feedbacks due to water vapour and clouds
appears to be.

We conclude that the equilibrium change of the cloud
radiative forcing, DCRF, is in itself not an appropriate
measure to explain differences in the climate sensitivity
parameter between our various experiments in a suffi-
ciently quantitative sense. DCRF is indicative, of course,
of the direction, in which globally averaged cloud
changes drive the temperature response of the climate
system, but a more detailed look at the response of
individual cloud parameters like optical depth, cloud
water content or effective emissivity would be necessary
to understand the underlying causes and effects. Differ-
ences in the 3D structure of the cloud response must
probably be considered as well. Some of the relevant
parameters are not available from the archive of the
experiments discussed here, so a closer look to the
quantitative impact of cloud processes must be post-
poned. Anyway, with respect to the sensitivity experi-
ments we have considered here, the role of the cloud
feedbacks does not appear to be the decisive one, as
most of the variability of k can be explained by other
feedbacks.

5 Summary and conclusions

As an extension of the work presented in Stuber et al.
(2001b; ‘‘SPS’’), we analysed the quantitative impact of
different feedbacks on the varying climate responses in
idealised ozone perturbation experiments. We diagnosed
the contributions of sea-ice albedo and stratospheric
water vapour feedback to climate sensitivity using the
‘‘secondary forcings’’, which can be calculated from the
equilibrium responses of the respective parameters (cp.,
SPS). This diagnostic approach allows an implicit elim-
ination of the feedbacks of sea-ice albedo and strato-
spheric water vapour from the net surface temperature
response at very limited computational resources. It
makes clear that the variation of the climate sensitivity
parameter k is substantially controlled by these two
feedbacks. Experiments in which the ozone forcing im-
plies a strong impact at the tropopause altitude produce
a specific signature in the stratospheric water vapour

Table 10 Changes in net cloud radiative forcing for the various
experiments. The responses on the UTinhom and CO2 perturbations
are not statistically significant

Exp DCRF(W/m2) Exp DCRF(W/m2)

LShom �0.41 LSinhom 0.42
UThom �0.36 UTinhom –
MThom 0.21 MTinhom 0.32
LThom 0.25 LTinhom 0.42
CO2 –
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feedback and, subsequently, a specific behaviour of cli-
mate response and climate sensitivity. Additional cli-
mate simulations with the two feedbacks being explicitly
eliminated qualitatively confirmed this finding.

Previous results of Bintanja et al. (1997) could be
confirmed. The strength of the sea-ice albedo feedback is
governed by the meridional structure of the forcing.
Northern extratropical perturbations result in a com-
parably higher sea-ice albedo feedback as well as a
higher climate sensitivity parameter than globally
extending perturbations with the same global mean
radiative forcing. This is also in line with more recent
results of Joshi et al. (2003) and Mickley et al. (2004),
though it must be noted that a considerable model
dependency remains to be explored with respect to the
relative climate sensitivity of ozone and CO2 changes,
respectively.

Hansen et al. (1997) suggested that the similarity of
the responses to global CO2 and solar constant forcings
may be partly accidental. They proposed that the strik-
ing similarity of the global mean surface temperature
response in these cases, which has been the basis for the
radiative forcing concept, is due to the cancellation of
two contrary effects: On the one side, climate being more
sensitive to high-latitude than to low-latitude forcings
(favouring the carbon dioxide forcing) and on the other
side, climate being more sensitive to forcings initially
being felt at the surface and lower troposphere
(favouring the solar forcing). This is quite in line with
the evidence we have reported here. Moreover, we found
that heating rates and temperature changes near the
tropical tropopause are slightly higher for an increase in
the solar constant (not shown) than for the equivalent
CO2 perturbation. The resulting secondary forcing due
to the increase in stratospheric water vapour is about
8% higher than for CO2. In contrast, the increase in
carbon dioxide concentration, with its forcing being
more pronounced in high-latitudes, results in an about
5% higher secondary sea-ice forcing.

We made an attempt to quantify the impact of the
cloud feedback by calculating the change in cloud
radiative forcing CRF (Cess et al. 1996; Colman et al.
2001). Though it is indisputable that the cloud feedback
modifies climate response, our results suggest that its
effect on the variability of k in the experiments dis-
cussed here is smaller than the sea-ice albedo and
stratospheric water vapour feedbacks. However, the
comparatively small climate sensitivity to an upper
tropospheric ozone increase could be substantially af-
fected by the negative cloud feedback: this reduced
climate sensitivity can not be completely explained by
the feedbacks of sea-ice albedo and stratospheric water
vapour. Quantitative diagnosis of the role of the cloud
feedback requires a more detailed study of individual
cloud parameters (beyond coverage) like optical depth
and emissivity. Some of these parameters were not
available from the simulations performed for the pres-
ent study, hence, this task will be approached in a
subsequent paper.
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